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Hi there! 

We hope your transition to working from home/remotely has been smooth so far. 

Chances are, while you find your feet, you’d benefit from some tips and tricks from those who have 
nailed this remote working scenario and can share what works for them. 

This course is designed to help you set up your home working environment for the long term so you 
can continue to negotiate working from home beyond any disaster event, including pandemics. 

With the increasing demand on flexible working arrangements for employees, we believe it is important 
to ensure both businesses and employees are armed with information that can support a flexible 
working arrangement to benefit all parties. 

Skill Vault’s team of multi-disciplinary professionals has predominantly worked remotely for well over a 
year now – so we’d love to share what we’ve learned, for free, with you. 

Because we’ve had time to really fine-tune what works for us; we have a lot of interesting stuff to share 
with you to ensure you can make this remote work scenario work for you too. 

Join the Skill Vault Team for this easy-to-navigate Four Module Homebound Working Course to assist 
individuals to enhance and refine their remote working processes and work as productively as possible 
in this rapidly changing global work environment. 

While this course does not cover off on your organisations legal requirements for working from home, 
it provides guidance in setting you up to be positioned to better accommodate business needs now and 
into the future. 

As always, Skill Vault is here to connect with you and discuss how we can assist you to achieve your 
organisation’s goals. 

All the best. 

The Skill Vault Team  
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You don’t need a sophisticated set up to pull off successful remote working arrangements; but it pays 
to put some thought into the space you will work within from home and what you will need to be most 
productive. 

Many of us have had our ultimate home office set up in our mind long before working from home 
became a global phenomenon, but you don’t actually need anything too fancy to create an office space 
that will look after your body and promote productive working practices. 

Let’s run through 5 Things to Think About to ensure you can work from your home office space now 
and into the future.

MODULE 1 -  
Office Setup
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1. A good chair 

Whilst convenient, not any chair in the house ‘will do’. 

Ergonomics. If you’ve never heard of it your lower back is asking you to listen up right now. 

If there’s one thing you can’t scrimp on when organising any office set up, it’s a decent chair. 

Briefly, ergonomics is the science concerned with arranging things with efficiency and safety in mind. 
When it comes to desk chairs, ergonomics is important, because the comfort of your chair, its tilt,  
height and padding is directly linked to the impact the chair has on your body and your overall health 
and wellbeing. 

Having the wrong desk chair can cause a host of complaints such as; lower back pain, mid-thoracic pain 
and issues with your shoulders, neck and head. Combined, these can cause ongoing musculoskeletal 
issues, recurring headaches and after a time these complaints will not only prevent you from getting 
your work done, but can have serious health consequences. 

To choose the right chair for your workspace and your body, read through this informative ergonomics guide. 

http://www.safecomputingtips.com/what-is-an-ergonomic-chair

http://www.safecomputingtips.com/what-is-an-ergonomic-chair/
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After answering the questions above, you can assess the furniture within your household to see if it can 
fulfill your need. For example; do you have a desk high enough already, does it provide ergonomic elbow 
and wrist height for your keyboard.

Also, consider where you might need to set up your workspace more permanently.

Now that you have a better understanding of your own needs for a desk, ergonomics is going to come 
back into play here, just like it did for your chair choice. 

Check out this informative video from an ergonomics expert! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpr7UiSQWBc&ab_channel=SteveMeagher

2. A clear desk 

We’ve covered off on why a good chair is imperative, and once you’ve squared that away, it is easy to 
arrange the right type of desk to suit your home office needs.  

There are many different types of office desks to choose from these days but the shape and style of the 
desk that is right for you will depend upon the parameters and constraints of your job and its daily demands. 

Do a quick audit of what your day-to-day working life requires first, before you start shopping for the 
right desk and have a quick glance around your home too. 

Some things to consider 
in your audit are: 

Do you require clear desk 
space to roll out large 
documents and images? 

Is it best if you can both sit 
and stand during the day? 

Do you do mostly computer 
work or a combination of 
paperwork, meetings and 
computer work? 

Does your desk surface 
require a certain degree  
of durability?   

 
 
 
How much drawer/storage 
space do you require?  

Consider how much clearance 
space you need for your legs. 

How high does the desk need 
to be for the keyboard to be at 
a comfortable height? 

What sort of desktop 
materials do you require?  
A printer? Laminator?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpr7UiSQWBc&ab_channel=SteveMeagher
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Chances are you already have a computer at home, but is it the right 
computer for your work-from-home requirements? 

You might have been provided a device by your employer to conduct your 
work from home. 

However, if you find yourself in the market for a new computer to 
ensure your remote workplace is up to scratch; there are some things to 
consider. 

Using the audit, you did above to consider the right desk type for your 
working needs you would have put some thought into what your 
“typical working day” entails. 

This will help you to make a decision about the right type of computer to  
suit your needs. 

Here are two important comparisons you can make to ensure you make
the right decision. 

A) Laptop vs Desktop  

• Do you need portability? Laptops are obviously more portable.  

• Do you need processing power? Desktops are usually more powerful.  

• How much space do you have? Desktops usually take up more space 
in the home office.  

• How much RAM and memory do you need? Laptops have less due to 
space saving measures.  

• What are the number of ports you need? Desktops usually have more 
than a laptop. 

There are high-performance business laptops on the market that can 
provide you with the flexibility to move around freely and still fulfill all 
your working needs. 

Also consider the complimentary use of other technology to fully support 
your needs. Does your primary computer need portability if you have a 
tablet you can take to meetings? Do you need high processing power if 
your user needs are readily available on apps in your phone or tablet?  

Can you consider a laptop/tablet hybrid? 

3. A computer

 Single Screen

iMac

Double Screen

Laptop

iPad

Tablet

Touch Screen
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B) PC vs Mac 

This question usually comes down to personal preference, the nature of your work (illustrators or 
designers work regularly on Mac’s, for example) and how the rest of your colleagues’ work. 

Your company may have already made this decision for you. If their systems and processes are set up 
to suit either a Mac or a PC interface, you will continue to work in kind in a remote setting – some 
companies will even have sent hardware home with you, perhaps. 

Whilst there are software bridges to use a Mac if your company is PC and vice versa, it is certainly a 
serious consideration to go with what is the most compatible with your organisation, especially if you will 
be working from home regularly – you will lose productivity time in jumping from one software to another. 

But if you have the freedom to make this decision for yourself consider taking this Two Minute Test. 

http://www.pc-vs-mac-test.com

Don’t be afraid to request from your employer work-from-home solutions (within reason) to make life 
more comfortable when performing your role – second screen, vertical mouse, sit stand desk top, etc. 
Some employers may accommodate this pending specific circumstances and others may not. 

http://www.pc-vs-mac-test.com/
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4. Technology and Software 

Depending on your core business output and role within the organisation, there may be some unique 
items you will require to get the job done. These include: 

Headsets & Microphones  
 

For those long video and phone meetings you’ll no doubt 
need to keep in touch and on track with your colleagues.  

 
These come in wireless options also, which can be a great 

assistance when you need to pop the kettle on mid-meeting.

Conference Speaker  
 

If your role requires a lot of conferencing this 
can be well worth the set-up costs. 

Desk Scanner   

If your job requires you to regularly scan receipts, cards or 
other documents and upload them to your business servers,  

a good-quality scanner could be a must.

Vertical Mouse  

Will save your shoulder and limit the chances 
of getting that wrist RSI. 

 
This ergonomic piece of equipment keeps your wrist and 

forearm at a more natural position.

Amazon Echo 

A standby personal assistant ready and willing to feed you 
news updates and even play you some quiet tunes to keep 

the momentum going.

Your employer may provide some of these items to assist in you performing your role. It is worth 
seeking further information from your line manager as to what can be supplied. However, alternatively 
speak with your accountant to look into your options for claimable work related equipment at tax time. 
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No matter what you do, you’ll likely rely on software of some sort. 

There are several different types of Software you can utilise to 
successfully work from home, and oftentimes your company/business 
may already have made these decisions for you. But if you are starting 
from scratch and need some suggestions about the right type of 
remote working software there are a couple that can help. 

Microsoft 365 & Google Documents can provide a source of 
online/cloud files for you to work on with your colleagues, meaning 
you can edit files at the same time without discrepancy. 

Dropbox or Box are also a great ones for sharing files, however, it is 
harder to track live changes to documents within these platforms.

Microsoft Teams 
phone and video 

conferencing

Zoom phone and 
video conferencing 

GoToWebinar  
team presentations 

BlueJeans 

SkypeGoogle Hangouts 
Meet

Cisco Webex 
Meetings

Additionally, there are software platforms that can ‘plug in’ to your current systems and be used as 
a bridge between your office based software systems and your home based systems. Reach out to 
your organisation to see how you might be able to link up these platforms and if need be speak with a 
representative of the software platform to see how you might be able leverage the software further. 

*TIP: If you do speak with a representative of the software platform and find that it is possible to better leverage 
the system, put forth a business case to your line manager. This might benefit many of your colleagues. 

For meetings, you may already have platforms in place by your employer, however if not you can conduct 
your work quite easily virtually through some of the most common virtual meeting software programs. 

https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.box.com
https://www.office.com
https://www.google.com.au/docs/about/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
https://meet.google.com/
https://zoom.us/
https://www.gotomeeting.com/en-au/webinar
https://www.bluejeans.com/
https://www.skype.com/en/
https://www.webex.com/
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5. Space and Privacy 

Depending on your situation, your work-from-home area may take the shape of a converted garage, 
shed or even the corner of the lounge room.  The important thing is to ensure you have a designated 
space to work in that affords you some form of space and privacy. 

Successful remote workers will attempt to ensure their work-from-home space has 5 Basic Things:

Number 5 might require something as simple as a set of noise-cancelling headphones, or something as 
complicated as turning off appliances (where possible) placing a ‘time when you can disturb’ clock on your 
office door or office station to minimise spouse/partner and children distractions. Blocking out the normal 
noises and goings on at home will be something you learn to adjust to as you get more used to being 
productive in your home space. 

The above list is not exhaustive, and there are several other ideas you may have of your own about how to 
make your home office more comfortable and increase your productivity. 

Jot down a few of your own “musts” here and how you might apply it. 

Access to natural light 
– from the front and 

side (not behind) 

A comfortable  
temperature 

Good air quality 

Comfortable furniture 
– see section1 

A Strategy for 
minimising distractions

1 2

4 5

3

Must haves for quietness/ 
distraction minimisation How can I achieve it?
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Don’t forget, if you are doing regular video calls and virtual meetings consider where you will be 
conducting these – the background you will be in, the lighting and the height or the device you will be using 
(you don’t want the people on the meeting seeing up your nose). 

Additionally, consider having a quieter space to retreat to for the above meetings as well as phone calls.  
It does not have to be the same space as your work office. 

You might also want these couple of items to ‘keep your sanity’ 

Coffee machine – chances are you’re not able to dip out to the local barista if you’re working from home.  
A pod machine or even just a beverage warmer might be the right idea for you if your budget can extend to it. 

Pedestal stands – if you use your iPad as well as your laptop or desktop, a pedestal stand can be a 
great accompaniment to reduce neck strain from looking down too frequently. 

If you’re interested in ensuring the “look and feel” of your home office is also inspiring, consider some of 
these articles of interest. 

Feng Shui for your office 

https://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/decorating/decorating-tips-techniques/feng-shui-office-tips 

https://www.bhg.com.au/how-to-feng-shui

Create a Quiet Zone 

https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-tips-for-constructing-your-environment-as-a-remote-employee-to-help-
eliminate-distractions/answer/Mario-Peshev 

Productivity Hacks 

https://www.lifehack.org/articles/featured/10-hacks-to-improve-your-home-office-productivity.html 

Ergonomics 

https://www.cnet.com/how-to/how-to-set-up-an-ergonomic-workstation

https://www.realsimple.com/home-organizing/decorating/decorating-tips-techniques/feng-shui-office-tips
https://www.bhg.com.au/how-to-feng-shui
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-tips-for-constructing-your-environment-as-a-remote-employee-to-help-eliminate-distractions/answer/Mario-Peshev
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-tips-for-constructing-your-environment-as-a-remote-employee-to-help-eliminate-distractions/answer/Mario-Peshev
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/featured/10-hacks-to-improve-your-home-office-productivity.html  
https://www.cnet.com/how-to/how-to-set-up-an-ergonomic-workstation/
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According to research in the last 5 years, it has been found that the output of a home-based worker 
often outstrips that of an office-based counterpart. Successful telecommuters have tried and tested 
methods for staying on track from home, some of which we will share with you here. 

It is important for businesses to consider how to engage employees now and into the future by offering 
ways to give them a reason to consider how they might be able to work from home more regularly for 
the duration of their employment.  

MODULE 2 -  
Productivity and Time Management
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TIME MANAGEMENT   

Effective time management is essential to ensuring you hit your deadlines when working remotely. 
However, there are also several challenges to consider if you’re going to work from home.  
Home-based work comes with its own distractions, especially if other people – or even pets – are nearby. 
Many struggle to be productive when unsupervised and on the flipside of that, working from home can 
create an “always on” mindset, causing people to work too long and too hard. But for most, working from 
home can provide a welcome respite from a busy office environment, so it is worth spending some time 
working out how to manage your time as a remote worker. 

Here are some Time Management Hacks we’ve tried and tested whether you are a lover of working in the 
office (and required to work from home now) or a lover of working from home (and want this to become 
a more permanent thing). 

The Chicken Egg Timer  

This is a personal Skill Vault hack developed by one of our own, 
Simone. Using a unique “chicken” timer – (a fancy version of the good 
old egg timer) - Simone found time management joy!  
 
This clever method might work for you too if you’re staring down 
the barrel of a large number of tasks and scheduling your day seems 
overwhelming. Sound about right? 

Here is where your chicken egg timer can assist!  

What To Do… 

• Set the timer for one hour and work on the first item on your to-do list.   

• When the timer goes off, move onto the next task – whether you have finished the previous task or not.   

• Do this for a block of three hours to begin, then give yourself a half hour break – rinse and repeat!   

You’d be amazed how much you can get through using this time hack. 
 
You’ll find yourself blitzing tasks on your to-do list one-by-one, and by the end of the day your feeling 
of accomplishment is much greater as you’ve worked on a number of tasks, rather than just one while 
leaving the others on your list to languish.  

This also works very effectively when under deadlines and where interruptions like spouse/partner  
& children can occur. For example, you can tell your children ‘When the chicken goes off, we will have 
play time’. 

All you need to give this hack a try is a simple egg timer – let us know how you go.
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Block Scheduling – blocking time out/
booking ‘task’ meetings into your calendar 

This time management strategy is similar to that 
which a high-level executive would utilise -  
generally with the help of a hard-working personal 
assistant, but you can do it on your own if you 
know what to do. 

How it works; you use your calendar (Outlook, 
Google Calendar, phone calendar would suffice)  
to block out certain hours on your calendar for 
certain tasks. You can use your trusty to-do list 
here to triage the priority of tasks for this one. 

If you share your calendar with several colleagues  
or managers, they’ll not only know what you’re 
working on, but when not to disturb you so that 
you can knuckle down and get some work done 
without interruptions. 

Using the entire 24 hours to your advantage – “24 hours of power”  

This does not mean you stay up for 24hours, you can still go to bed at the normal time, this is designed 
to help you be aware of where you spend every hour of your day (even if it is sleeping).  

The great thing about working from home is your ability to mix up your working hours.  

If your business does not require you to be online between a set time, like the traditional 9-5, you are 
able to utilise every hour in a 24-hour cycle to get your job done most efficiently.  

If your business allows, you can schedule a lot of your productivity time during times of the day that suit 
you best, whether it is typical sleeping hours or early morning or mid-afternoon, whatever suits your 
personal body clock best and personal demands on you within the household.   

For some roles, it doesn’t matter what hour of the day you work 
in, as long as you get the job done. For other roles there is a 
consideration of being available during the day at certain times, 
for meetings or team tasks, and the rest of the time you can 
manage when the work gets done.  

If this is you, consider the times of day you’re usually the most 
successful in blitzing through tasks and ensure you are efficiently 
using every hour available to you in a 24-hour cycle – ensuring you 
take regular breaks as necessary and scheduling exercise and family 
time, of course. 

It is also recommended you apply the “24 hours of power”  
for 1-2 days a week so that you do not burn yourself out. 
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Using the organisation’s time management system –  
if your organisation does not have one, ask if you can get one.  

Certain businesses will already have a set-in-place time management schedule for its workers to adhere 
to in an everyday office environment, or those who currently work within a remote environment.  

If this hasn’t been set up yet, consider becoming the pioneer of it for your workplace.  
This will allow a level of transparency you and your employer will appreciate when working from home. 

Alternative ways to track activity is ensuring everyone works from a similar to-do or priority list, checking 
in with operational staff to see everyone is on track with the correct priorities each week and formulating 
a time table of tasks with designated due dates.  

https://www.getharvest.com/
https://toggl.com/
https://www.gettimely.com/
https://everhour.com/
https://hourstack.com/
https://www.rescuetime.com/
https://timesheets.com.au/
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PRODUCTIVITY 

Each remote worker will have different methods for ensuring their own productivity. The below are 
some overarching ideas for setting up the most productive work-from-home processes as possible. 

To Do Lists/Spreadsheets – for all business operations and projects  

As mentioned above, a to-do list or some form of priority schedule is a must for ensuring remote staff 
know how to spend their time. There are many templates online to assist you to set up a scheduling 
system for tasks that works for your business and it often pays to have all employees working on the 
same system, if possible, to ensure synergy between tasks. 

See some ideas that might work for you and your business here: 

https://templates.office.com/en-us/lists

https://www.smartsheet.com/best-to-do-list-excel-templates 

https://www.morebusiness.com/business-goals

Accountability Partners –  
an internal (team member) and an external person (someone you choose for yourself). 

Office-based workers often have colleagues they work closely with and rely upon to complete day-to-
day activities. A content writer and a graphic designer, for example, will usually work closely to execute 
a document together – figuring out how to fix text and imagery together and ensure brand consistency.  

Moving into remote working arrangements does not mean these working relationships need to break 
down, in fact, ensuring they remain intact is the best-case scenario for the staff, and the overall business. 

Even if your work is quite autonomous, it’s a great idea to nominate an “accountability partner” within 
your team, group, colleague branch to assist you in staying on task while you’re managing work in a 
remote environment, along with life and personal commitments.  

Accountability partners might agree to check in once or even twice a day to quickly chat about what 
tasks their working on and whereabouts they are on their To-do list. This can be a great morale 
boosting/camaraderie exercise too. Remote working does not mean you have to be lonely, particularly 
not with the technology at our disposal for us today. 

We tend to be more effective in achieving outcomes when we have someone to be accountable to, 
especially if it is someone we respect and someone who is understanding. 

It’s also a nice idea to allocate an accountability partner outside of your work environment.  
Think: a spouse or friend you can check in with once or a couple of times a day to combat any 
loneliness of working in isolation you may feel. Even to bounce ideas off before taking it to the team.

https://templates.office.com/en-us/lists
https://www.smartsheet.com/best-to-do-list-excel-templates
https://www.morebusiness.com/business-goals
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Power of focus –  
no phone, no notifications –  
Focus on one task at a time.  

If you find you are being interrupted by text 
messages, Facebook notifications or other 
platforms demanding your attention when you’re 
needing to focus on your work tasks, consider 
“switching off” for a period of time (1-2 hours 
perhaps) so you can hone your focus into 
important tasks without being interrupted. 

Many remote workers find, after a while, they 
are actually able to minimise disruptions and 
maximise productivity at home. This is often 
due to the ability to work outside of traditional 
business hours and to block out time without 
being interrupted by colleagues/office-based noise/
banter or other distractions. 

If you do decide to “switch off” for a certain 
period of time, ensure you let relevant colleagues 
know about this incase they’re trying to get a hold 
of you. If you keep this timeframe regular, many 
of your colleagues will know when not to disturb 
you and you may be amazed at how much you get 
done in this timeframe. 

There are a number of course software platforms 
to support your productivity, in addition the 
items above and the vast number of daily planners 
available online; 

Check out this article about productivity and time management hacks that can assist you to hone your 
focus as a remote worker in 2020. 

https://www.inc.com/larry-kim/these-24-productivity-tips-will-help-you-start-off-2018-right.html

https://www.inc.com/larry-kim/these-24-productivity-tips-will-help-you-start-off-2018-right.html
https://www.focusboosterapp.com/
https://monday.com/
https://www.workfront.com/
https://mindnode.com/
https://trello.com/home
https://todoist.com/
https://www.wunderlist.com/
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Remote workers get really good at mastering clear and concise communications with their colleagues and 
this is imperative to ensure the whole team stays on track and meets its productivity goals consistently. 

Remote working is so effective these days due to the amazing array of technology available to us, 
pending your role and the capability of your employer. 

We are fortunate to live in a country with relatively sound WIFI technology and most of us have access 
to the correct hardware required to make remote working successful. 

With the traditional office structure unable to accommodate wide scale disaster events, like a pandemic, 
changes to how the modern office is built has become important for the success of an organisation. 
It is more important than ever to ensure you keep in regular contact with your colleagues. ‘Water 
cooler’ passing by conversations aren’t possible in the remote working environment, so there are some 
things you can do to ensure you keep in touch with your colleagues to maximise your productivity and 
combat any possible home-based work loneliness.

MODULE 3 - 
Communicating With Colleagues
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Utilise technology to your advantage – 

Have regular conference calls/ Zoom/ Skype meetings. These do not have to be video calls, if it suits 
you better to have voice only conferencing. Scheduling a weekly meeting is a must, but many remote 
workers/ accountability partners prefer to “meet” visually every day. 

Communication schedule – 

This should usually be arranged on a schedule to ensure colleagues remain connected as necessary. 
A simple plan for communication is a weekly team meeting and weekly departmental meeting with 
regular accountability partner calls as required. Your organisation may already have this set up, however, 
if not seek to have it instilled to reinforce your presence in the business. 

Team Task List –  
 
Updates by team members within a live document accessible by all team members. Priority lists can be 
arranged via a shared excel spreadsheet or Google Docs file, for example. This particular document 
lists all tasks required to complete each task, who is responsible for completing them and the timeframe 
for completion. It is necessary to ensure all relevant stakeholders have access to these task lists to 
allow each individual to factor in the upcoming workflow and schedule time for it. It also allows you to 
manage your time better whilst understanding the priority needs of the business. 

Communicating with colleagues can be a breeze if you have some of these platforms installed; 

Some other areas to remember when you are in a remote flexible working environment are… 

If you need to reach out to your colleague, check in first via instant messaging (or similar) to see if they 
are available for a call or a quick catch up – just in case they have time blocked out or are performing 
other duties. 

Equally, if there is a colleague you work with regularly, find out the preferred method for you both to 
use when communicating.  

Try to ascertain the ‘chain-of-urgency’ communication… for example; 

If it is urgent, do you prefer:  Text     Call     Email     Instant message on teams platform

If it can wait for an hour or two:  Text     Call     Email     Instant message on teams platform

If there is no rush on timeframe of response:  Text     Call     Email     Instant message on teams platform

*Make sure you communicate this to your colleagues so they know how to get your attention urgently if they need it. 

https://www.atlassian.com/software/hipchat/downloads
https://www.hubspot.com/
https://web.wechat.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-au/microsoft-365/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
https://slack.com/intl/en-au/
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Struggling to find your motivation/best practice communication style as you transition to remote work? 

Check out this inspiring TED Talk by career analyst Dan Pink. It’s a cracker! 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_the_puzzle_of_motivation?language=en&share=1269b030af

Need some more advice about communications? 

Here are some tips for communicating with colleagues remotely from international remote work 
recruitment company – Flex job. 

https://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/how-to-communicate-better-when-you-work-at-home/ 

This article is a great read about how to stay productive, and connected, while working from home. 

https://www.nbcnews.com/better/lifestyle/work-remotely-here-s-how-stay-productive-connected-ncna1062471 

https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_the_puzzle_of_motivation?language=en&share=1269b030af
https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pink_the_puzzle_of_motivation?language=en&share=1269b030af
https://www.flexjobs.com/blog/post/how-to-communicate-better-when-you-work-at-home/  
https://www.nbcnews.com/better/lifestyle/work-remotely-here-s-how-stay-productive-connected-ncna1062471
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Remote working arrangements have sprung from workplaces wanting to become more agile and flexible 
in their work practices, but remote employees are required to remain flexible too if this arrangement is 
to work effectively. 

No matter which way you look at it, remote working requires flexibility and agility from all those 
involved in the process, at all levels of the organisation. 

Employers need to be flexible in accommodating the changing needs of their remote-based employees, 
but similarly, employees need to demonstrate accountability when working remotely. 

MODULE 4 - 
Flexibility 
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Keep things flexible by: 

• Managing work ‘time’ – As each staff member’s circumstances are different, accept your colleagues 
are working varying hours across a 24-hour period. This could mean tweaking due dates (where 
possible) and meeting times until you find your groove.  

• Brainstorming meet ups – These are a great opportunity to work through the requirements of 
major projects and can be done virtually. It’s a good idea to have an agenda for these meetings and 
ensure participants stay on topic. Brainstorming sessions can be super helpful to ensure creative 
juices flow and staff members remain thoroughly educated on upcoming projects and project 
requirements and feel included in the planning and execution.  

• After-hours requirements – Remote working will likely require after-hours work of some 
description, but this can be balanced between you and the business needs. If your employer is 
offering you the flexibility to choose your working hours, ensure you, in kind, work flexibly too. 
Check your emails regularly across the working day along with monitoring calls after hours as 
necessary (if necessary).  

• Safety and protection – the emphasis is on you to ensure your workplace is safe and within 
standards. Our first module covered off on ergonomic workstations, but your safety as a whole is 
just as important while working remotely as it is when you are expected to be in office.  

This can, and should, extend to diarising and capturing your ‘actual’ hours of work each day –  
this is important to ensure you are covered for any accident or injury. Keeping track of your exact times 
of working (in case something happens) is necessary to ensure you have a ‘paper trail’ if ever required 
for Workcover claims or litigation.  
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Remember, remote workers have a duty to take reasonable care for their own safety while working remotely.  
 
This can be achieved by: 

• Reporting any health and safety issues as soon as possible.  

• Complying with any reasonable workplace health and safety policies and procedures, seeking further 
assistance if in doubt. 

Here are some tips for staying safe in a remote office: 

Physical Safety 

• Take responsibility for safety in and around your home while you are working.  

• Lock doors, close or lock windows, answer doorbells with care and ensure all heating/cooling 
equipment is operating soundly.  

• Be sure your usual ‘walk paths’ in the home are clear of mess, especially in times where your 
spouse/partner and children may be home. 

Technology and Information Safety  

• Pay attention to password safety. It might be tempting to use the same password across multiple 
platforms to ensure you don’t forget it, but this is not best practice and opens you up to a raft of 
personal security threats. Ensure your passwords are as high strength as possible and not written 
down in places where an unauthorised party can gain access.  

• Install necessary firewalls and antivirus software – keep these up-to-date and don’t scrimp on 
updates on your hardware. You’re relying on the latest technology to keep your work safe.  

• Commit to backing up data regularly. This can be a lifesaver in the event of theft or hardware failure. 
External hard drives are good for this, or alternatively your organisation may have a server backing 
up information and data – if so, ensure your settings allow this backup to occur.  

• Do not click on links that you are not familiar with the source, working remotely connected to your 
organisation’s server can sustain significant impacts to the business operations if an isolated cyber 
attack is successful.  

• Ensure you have sufficient privacy for phone calls and video calls.

Read more about how to balance workplace demands flexibly, here: 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/workplace-flexibility-definition-with-examples-2059699 

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/workplace-flexibility-definition-with-examples-2059699
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We loved having you with us for this concise Homebound Working Course 
and we’d love to stay connected with you! 

You can find out more about what we do and how we can help you and your organisation by: 

Sign up to Skill Vault’s monthly newsletter HERE

Join our partner, Ingredior’s upcoming 12-week Business Challenge HERE 

Find out how to Thrive & Succeed, regardless of what’s happening in the world right now, 
with our partner, Ingredior. Free download – HERE

Also, if you are looking for more courses to help you upskill and add to your skill vault go to:
  

www.skillvault.academy 
to see the latest courses available.   

Wherever you are right now, we hope find this course productive! 

All the best. 

The Skill Vault Team 

http://eepurl.com/g3tMpr
https://ingredior.com.au/#12weekchallenge
https://ingredior.com.au/#!/thriveandsucceed
http://www.skillvault.academy  


skillvault.academy

linkedin.com/company/skill-vault-academy

twitter.com/skill_vault

Copyright © 2020. Skill Vault is not responsible for the individual application or implementation therein  
of the contents within this document. Each individual is responsible for the research associated with making 

decisions on personal and financial circumstances. 

http://skillvault.academy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/35944514
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